Full-service recruitment

Hire an all-star team with
Teaching Nomad
With the increasing demand for international
school teachers and administrators, picking the
right recruitment partner is essential.
Utilizing the latest technology, a targeted
marketing approach, & personalized service,
TN continues to connect its clients with
highly-qualified and motivated candidates.

About us
TN was founded in 2011 in Shanghai, China and
has quickly grown into one of the top education
recruitment firms in Asia. In November of 2016,
TN opened the doors of its newest office based
in Denver, USA.

Making the best match
We understand that every school has unique
needs. Accordingly, we take the time to get to
know our clients and what they're looking for.
Whether you need candidates with experience
in IB, AP, or British National curriculum, we will
help you find them.

Latest technology
Your client dashboard allows you to see your
open job orders, review candidates, and even
get an introduction.

Use the dashboard
from anywhere, at
any time on your:
Phone
Tablet
Computer

Affordable, quality service
TN pricing is industry competitive, to ensure
that you can use our services to fill all of your
vacancies, not just the urgent ones. Our
recruiters provide you with knowledgeable,
well-prepared candidates who come with a
minimum 90-day guarantee.

Our goal
To be cost effective for our clients
To reduce the level of teacher turnover
To maintain a highly professional candidate pool

Our numbers
1,500+ new applicants each month
Database of over 90,000 educators

Our track record
#1 ranked recruiter on GoOverseas
We have 150+ schools that trust us to
recruit for them
Over 95% of our teachers successfully
complete their contracts

How our recruitment process works

1.

Applicants are pre-screened to ensure they meet
minimum requirements

2.

We interview each candidate & gather employment
documents and reference contact information

3.

We present suitable job options to the candidate

4.

We send you candidates that are both interested
and qualified for your vacancy

5.

You can manage your candidates through the
online client dashboard

6.

The decisions to interview and hire candidates are
completely up to you

7.

You make the offer and hire the candidate directly

8.

We stay in touch with the candidate and help them
prepare to move overseas

Working with your account manager
Every one of our clients is assigned a native
English speaking account manager who they
work with year after year.

Your account manager's job is to:
Be your personal HR assistant
Personally review every candidate before they're sent to you
Understand your school's needs
Customize hiring solutions to meet staffing needs

Our team is:
Reliable
Easy to work with
Committed to finding you the best candidates

Our partnerships and programs
We value all of our partnerships and work hard to
ensure that our clients receive only the best
candidates from us.
Teaching Nomad is a trusted name in international
teacher recruitment, and we make a point to keep
that reputation.

A few of our clients:

Client & Teacher Reviews
I really appreciate the initiative and thoughtful attention
to detail that Teaching Nomad provides - it's my
pleasure to recommend them to teachers and
employers.
Brantley Turner | Principal
Shanghai, China

Teaching Nomad has been an invaluable resource for
staffing teachers at our schools in China. I highly
recommend them for their high quality candidates and
professional practices.
Adam Kirk Edgerton | Previous VP
Shanghai, China

Teaching Nomad has been wonderful to work with. The
team is amazingly efficient and has provided our school
with many successful teaching and administrative
candidates. Our exclusive account manager is
immediately responsive to our school's needs, and has
provided us with many strong applicants. I can't speak
highly enough of the work Teaching Nomad does. I place
great trust in what their team does.
Kelley Ridings | International K-12 Principal
SMIC Private School, Shanghai, China

